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ABSTRACT
The International Symposium on Biomedical Imaging (ISBI)
held a grand challenge to evaluate computational systems for
the automated detection of breast cancer metastasis in wholeslide images of histopathological lymph node sections. To
solve the challenge, we train patch-based convolutional neural network (CNN). We assume that extracted features from
each patch in WSI should be translationally invariant. Therefore, we focus on extracting the texture information as well
as spatial one. We use deep texture representation computed
with gram-matrix in layer of GoogLeNet[1]. It can learn multiple resolution or size with the same model and can handle
large size of image. After training patch-based model, we create tumor probability heatmaps and perform post-processing
to make patient-level predictions.
Index Terms— Histopathology, Deep Learning, Texture
Representation,
1. INTRODUCTION
Computer-assisted image analysis systems have been developed in a wide range of fields. Especially pathological image
classification and detection have become an active research
field recently. We develop computational image analysis systems for automatically detecting metastatic breast cancer in
digital whole slide images (WSIs) of sentinel lymph node
biopsies for Camelyon17.
Most WSI classification or detection methods consist
of two parts. Patch-level classification module and postprocessing module that aggregates patch-level predictions
and outputs the WSI labels. We follow this framework to
identify cancer metastases from whole slide images of breast
sentinel lymph nodes.
As convolutional neural network (CNN) or deep representation feature using pre-trained CNN has achieved great success in general image analysis, many research applies CNN
to pathological images[2]. We assume that the structure of
CNN inherently extract spatial information in a patch (i.e. location of each cells), but for classifying patches from WSI,
extracted feature is desirably translationally invariant. Therefore, we focus on extracting the texture information as well
as spatial one. We use deep texture representation computed

Fig. 1. Visualization of tissue regions detected in image
pre-processing (described in Section 2.1). Left: An original
whole slide image. Right: Detected tissue regions delineated
with the blue contours.

with gram-matrix in layer of as pre-trained CNN. We show
that this structure outperforms original GoogLeNet and other
well-known CNN architectures. In addition, it can learn multiple resolution or size with the same structure while conventional CNN structure cannot.

We extract millions of training patches in several resolutions to train our deep neural network model to discriminate
tumor patches from normal patches. We then aggregate the
patch-level predictions to create tumor probability heatmaps
and perform post-processing over these heatmaps to make
predictions of slide-level label. After that, we predict the final
patient-level label according to pN-staging rule.

Fig. 2. Architecture of neural network employed in our experiments. The correlation matrix is computed with feature maps of
GoogLeNet ”inc4d” layer and connected to fully connected layer to output the probability that the patch contains tumor.
2. METHOD
2.1. Image Pre-processing
To reduce computation time and to focus our analysis on
regions of the slide likely to contain cancer metastasis, we
first identify tissue regions within the WSI and exclude background space. We use WSI in level 6. The process flow is as
follows:
1. remove black space by threshold in gray scale image.
2. detect white background space and remove loose connective tissues and debris in slide by optimal threshold
computed with Otsu algorithm [3] in H and S channels
in HSV color space. we combine the masks from these
two channels with AND operator.
3. apply median filter to remove too small regions using a
window size of 8.
An example of identified tissue regions using the pre-process
is visualized in Fig.1, where the tissue regions are highlighted
with blue contours.
2.2. Patch-based Classification
The patch-based classification model takes as input a patch
from WSI and outputs the probability that the patch contains

tumor. We use deep neural network using texture representation as a patch-based classification model. In this subsection, we explain the detail of training patch-based classification model.

2.2.1. Extracting Patches
To make a training samples, we first extract randomly 300,000
patches of positive (tumor) and negative (normal) patches
from the set of training WSIs. For tumor slide, we only use
the slide which has exhaustive annotation. If more than half
area of the patch contains tumor region, it is labeled positive,
otherwise, labeled negative. After selecting the first positive
and negative training samples, we train a classification model
in a supervised manner to discriminate between these two
classes of patches. Next, we apply the classification model to
all patches extracted from training WSIs to find hard negative
and hard positive samples. 1 Then we make second training
samples by replacing easy samples with these hard samples
to enrich our training dataset. These technique is called ”hard
negative mining” often used in object detection tasks. We
repeat this process twice and use third training samples for
training the final model.
1 we difine hard samples as misclassified samples with high probability.
We set the probability of 0.9.

patient-level pN-stage prediction, we search hyper parameter
of tree ensemble which make Cohen’s kappa score highest in
validation.
3. EXPERIMENT
3.1. Experimental Setup
Fig. 3. Visualization of heatmap. Red region indicates high
probability to contain tumor. Left: original whole slide image. Right: heatmap overlaid on slide.
2.2.2. Deep Neural Network using texture representation
We use deep texture representation computed with grammatrix (or correlation matrix) in responses of layers of pretrained CNN. This manipulation produces an orderless image
representation by taking the location-wise outer product of
feature maps and aggregating them by averaging. It is closely
related to Fisher Vectors, but it has the advantage in the fact
that gradients of the model can be easily computed and allows
fine-tuning. As showed in Fig.2, We connect a linear classifier and softmax layer on the outputs of the normalized grammatrix features of the ”inc4d” layer outputs in GoogLeNet.
The model is similar to recently proposed Bilinear-CNN [4],
which use VGG [5] model, instead of GoogLeNet. We tried
using VGG based texture representation, but it’s unstable and
much slower than GoogLeNet based one. Since the model
summarizes spatial information, it has no constraint on input
size of image size and this is great benefit in patch-based
classification, as it can learn multiple resolution or size with
the same model.

We used Camelyon16 dataset (400 WSIs) with lesion-level
ground truth for training patch-based classification model,
and trained post-processing module with Camelyon17 dataset
(100 patients and 500 WSIs).
We tried several architectures for patch-based classification model. For training texture model, as it has no constraint
on input size, we extracted images in random size chosen
from [256, 320, 384, 448, 512] for training samples, others
in only 256. We used Adam [6] with a learning rate of α
= 1e-4 and update weight β1 = 0.9 and β2 = 0.999 in all experiments. We trained the model until convergence (about 10
epochs). We used the deep learning framework Chainer [7]
version 1.8.1, running on CUDA 8.0 with CuDNN v5.1 on
NVIDIA GTX TITAN X GPU with 12GB memory.
To create tumor probability heatmaps, we extracted
patches from detected tissue region with size of 512 × 512
with overlap of 256 and size of 256 × 256 with no overlap.
We averaged probability of overlapping pixels. For postprocessing, we located largest tumor region in the WSI with
probability threshold t = 0.5, 0.75, 0.9, and then computed
the longest axis, area, mean probability and eccentricity of
the region. And We computed a number of tumor region
larger than 1 pixel in the WSI. We used these 15 values as
input features of tree ensemble model. We adopted Random
Forest as post-processing module since it performs better than
Gradient Boosting Dicision Tree. We used scikit-learn [8] for
training these models and hyper parameters search.

2.3. Post processing
After training patch-based classification model, we apply this
model to all patches from tissue region to create tumor probability heatmaps. On these heatmaps, each pixel has a value
p ∈ [0,1], which indicates probability that the pixel contains
tumor. We now consider the post-processing module which
takes the heatmaps of WSI of a patient as input and predict
pN-stage of the patient. If patch-based classification model is
able to completely discriminate between tumor patches from
normal patches, we only have to calculate the major axis
length of the tumor region to determine slide-level prediction. However, patch-based classification model often makes
a mistake and we must determine some threshold. Then,
we extract several geometrical features from WSI and train
slide-level classification model to automatically determine
the threshold. We adopt tree ensemble classifier. Then we
aggregate 5 slide-level prediction to determine the pN-stage
of each patient. In training the model, as the final evaluation
metrics is not slide-level accuracy but Cohen’s kappa score of

3.2. Results
3.2.1. Patch-level Classification
For classification model, we compared well-known CNN architectures and GoogLeNet based texture model. As shown in
Table.1, GoogLeNet based texture model performed the best
in terms of AUC. Moreover, texture based model also can take
as input images size of 512 × 512 with the same architecture.
The result of 512 × 512 patches classification is also shown
in Table.1.
3.2.2. Patient-level Classification
We considered texture model and conventional non-texture
model extracted different features and they might complement each other, and 256 × 256 image and 512 × 512 image
might have different information. Therefore, we created 3 tumor probability heatmaps using texture model using 512 ×

Table 1. Results of patch-based classification.
Image Size Model
AUC
GoogLeNet (texture)
0.976
GoogLeNet [1]
0.964
256 × 256 VGG-M (texture)
0.933
VGG-M [5]
0.952
ResNet 50 [9]
0.965
512 × 512 GoogLeNet (texture)
0.966

512 and texture model using 256 × 256, ResNet 50 model.
We compared these heatmaps for patient-level prediction. We
did 5-fold cross validation for 100 training patients. The results are shown in Table.2.
Table 2. Cohen’s Kappa scores in cross validation.
Score
ResNet50
0.711 ± 0.278
Texture 512
0.772 ± 0.098
Texture 256
0.744 ± 0.112
Texture 512 + Texture 256
0.751 ± 0.126
Texture 512 + ResNet50
0.774 ± 0.144
Texture 512 + Texture 256 + ResNet50 0.810 ± 0.115

4. DISCUSSION
We developed systems for the automated detection of breast
cancer metastasis in whole-slide images of histopathological
lymph node sections. We focused on extracting the texture information as well as spatial one and to the best of our knowledge, this is the first study applying deep texture representation to histopatholical image analysis.
Experimental results showed that deep texture model performs better than other conventional models. In addition, as
the results indicated that large size of image have much information to detect cancer slide, the fact that the texture model
can learn multiple resolution or size with the same structure is
a great benefit. Interestingly, when we combined the texture
model and conventional model, it showed the best results.
We believe that further progress in histopathological image analysis can be made by investigating these texture representation.
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